
MASTERS THESIS TIMELINE

For example, hand in dates of draft introduction, methods, results etc.; Deadlines for running experiment. Check out the
Master thesis project timeline to see an.

During this stage you are working in a consistent, regular manner to complete the research by your required
nine-month timeline, which may take you beyond the ordinary semester schedule. Make sure you register for
your RES Thesis course for every term of your program. If by not passing the CTP you fall into poor
academic standing, you'll need to take additional degree-applicable courses to return to good standing before
enrolling in the CTP for your second and final time. Upload data To ensure reproducibility, your supervisor
needs to upload raw data, informed consent forms, participant money receipt forms, scripts, source code etc.
Then the graduation committee continues with a private interrogation of the candidate min. You will always
have the full nine months to complete your thesis, and if necessary, you may request a three-month extension.
This form must be completed and handed in at the Education Administration Atlas 3. Projects at a company
typically involve an additional daily supervisor from the company. On the other hand, digitized theses are
receiving higher usage. June 1 to be a May graduate final draft of the thesis due March 1. For more
information, consult the School of Graduate Studies Calendar. Check out the Master thesis project timeline to
see an example. PhDChat thanks, Maria and Hugh! I have two other PhD students at exactly the same stage 2
years to defense so I figured I might as well finish this blog post. Running an experiment M3-M4 with human
participants involves many forms and procedures. It sometimes happens that, in the course of the project, the
company asks you not to include certain aspects of your work in the final report. Automated tools will
continue to integrate e-theses with other print and electronic library resources in both the local catalogue and
integrated catalogues, such as WorldCat. If this is done in good consultation with the supervisors, this is okay.
Submit research proposal to exam committee M1-M2 The exam committee independently judges whether the
master thesis project meets the requirements of the HTI master programme. Be aware that this needs to be
done at least 5 working days before an exam meeting. Apart from these considerations, the general guidelines
for thesis production should be followed. This is a hypothetical Gantt chart for my doctoral student, covering
about 15 months.


